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. I4 events of charge-exchange scattering of at=mesons on hydrogen with a subsequent deoay 

of .'JT
0-meson according to Dalitz'· scheme into an electrori~positron pair and a ~ -rayI) ,,ere 

detected in.the-diffusion cloud chamber filled with hydrogen to the pressure of 25 atmosphere 

and placed into the 150 Mev. n:meson beam. ot the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research 

synchrocyclotron2). The chamber had a sensitive layer of 380 mm diameter and operated in a 

magnetic field of 9000 gauss. The I4 events were observed in_scanning 45000 stereophotographs 

and identified by :n:=meson track ends.in hydrogen acco~panied by the emission of an electron

positron pair. The photographs of two such events are given in Fig.I. The other processes 
. ' 

responsible for the production of similar pairs (internal conversion of a i-ray in the 

reaction !i1'-+ p - n + ~ , . pair production by r-ray at small distance from the point of 

decay !ii:~ 2 ~ and so on), as the estimates showed, have v_ery small probability in our 

experiment. 

In order to determine the relative probability of the decays !IT'!.. e- + ·e+ + o and 

at
0

- 2o it is necessary to know the number of· m:~mesons decayed in a usual way (into 2 ~-rays). 

Because of the finite thickness of the sensitive layer of the diffusion chamber and the 

presence of gaps in the layer the direct estimation of the number of charge exchange events is 
0 

very difficult. However, it is possible to obtain the number of Tl-mesons if taking into 

account the data on charge-exchange and elastic 'Ji:.p - scat~erin~ cross sections)) the ratio 

·of which for the energy .of'. I50 Mev_ is equal to I.8. Since we have found 600 events of the 
- . .... ' 0 

elastic lii-p - scattering, the number of 91-mesons is equal to I080. Thus, the ratio of 

p~ob.abilities of the p~ocesses !it~ e- + e+ + o and !IT'!.. 20 is equal to 2.fo= O.OIJO :t 

0.0024 and the internal conversi_on coeffi~iEj)nt in this rea~tion is ~= o.0065 :t o.OOI2. Errors 

quoted for 2,e and _f! are_ ··the statistical probable ones. The value fa obtained here is in 

a good e:greement \Vi th 'both the theoretical calculationsI • 4) and the experimental data5 ' 6 ' 7 • 8, * 
The results of'analysis of electron-positron pairs are give~ in the table. 

• In 8) the internal conversion coefficients are obtained u~ing the·Panofsky ratio 

P = 0.94 :t 0.20. If taking P =·I.5 - I.99), the internalc~nversion coefficients 

obtained from8) .~111 not agree with the other experimental and th.eoretioal data. 
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Table 

Numbers E- E+ E=E-+ E+ cl... 0 ,Go. 
of (lvlev) (Mev) (Mev) (lah) (lab.) pairs 

I - - - 2.5 II8 

2 >IJ4 70 >204 I6, 50 

J I9 - 4I 60 J6 95 

4 I06 :>24 >IJO 7 9I 

5 20 III DI 8 I45 

6 27 6, JJ 22 II7 
..._ --, . - - -·-------· - . 

7 89 67 I56 6 50 

8 > I4 >96 >IIO >5 IOO . 
9 - - - 2 IIO 

IO > 58 IOJ >I6I 5J I40 

II J6 >IJ4 >I70 J 99 

12 IO 24 J4 J8 86 

IJ I66, 20, I86 28 65 

I4 22 27 49 46 IIB.5 

The ene:irgies of an electron E~ and_a positron E+ are determined from the ourvatur!:l radius of 

tracks with the accuracy no less.than I0-15%. In a case of very short tracks it is possible 

to set only_ a lower limit of t:b.e corresponding energies. _Pairs NI and N9 were found in the 

pictures obtained without magnetic field. The comparison of the E- and E+ values shows that 

there is no tendency to the equal division of energy.between the particles of the pair observed 

in8) and especially in6?._. The total energies E = E- + E+ of all the pairs are in th.e energy 

interval I7-270 Mev corresponding to the energy spectrum of gam!11a -rays from the decay of 

mesons produced in the charge exchange process. 

The last columns of the .table. show the correlation angles o<. (lab) between electrons and , . - . . . 

pcisitrom of pairs and the angles Q(lab) between center of mass of a pair and the ·direction of 
- ' ' '. ' ' ~ ' . 

incident m=meson. The measurement accuracy of angles O{ is about :t I 0 and that of angles Q is 

about :t 2°. The distribution in correlation angle o<. agrees with the dependence Pco1Jdt1. =: con&t• f 
obtained by Dalitz~)._ As for the angular distribution of pairs with respect to the incident 

<Ji:meson, it is characterized on the analogy with distribution obtained inio), ,by the _emissio~· 

of pairs more likely ·1nt~·the back hemisphere. Since the electrons and positrons produced in 



0 - + the _decay Tl - e + e + o are well correlated the angular distribution of pairs should 

follow with good accuracy the angular distribution of gamma rays from !ii
0

- 2~ dec~y. 

Fig.2 represents the hysto&rams of the angular distribution of pairs (in the.laboratory system 

/a/ a.na. in o.m.system q;---p /b/). It does not disagree with the angular distribution of i-rays 

from the decay of !Ti:~mesons produced. in the rea·ction Ti+ p - 31"° + n at the energy of :n::mesons 

!50 MevII), which was plotted in Fig.2 in a form of curves Jf:. sin ~ (in arbitrary units)·. 
' . dlt. 

In conclusion it should be noted that the kinematics of neither of seven pairs, the total 
' . 

energy of \Vhich v,as precisely determined,wa~ consistent with the decay m: 0
- e- + e+; neither 

events of the decay. TL~ e- + e+ + e- + e+ was also found. 

At present the work is going on and the summary results will be published. 

The authors express,their gratitude to L.I.Krasnoslobodtseva for the nelp in scanning_ 

the photographs. 
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Fig. I. The photographs of events !IT-+ p --,. 51° + n with the subsequent decay 

Tt
0

-. e+ + e- + ~ : a) pair N I, b) pair N2. 
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Fig.2. Angular distribution of pairs with respect to the direction ef ~~meson: 

a) in the lab.system, b) in c.m.system ar--p. 

Solid lines represent the angular distributions ~. sin G ( in arbitrary 
. , 

units) of gamma-rays from the decay of 5t~mesons .Produced i:n the reaction 

TL-+ p ...-5'
0
+ n at the energy of gr:mesons I50 Mev11). 
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